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A Florence far away from the routes of tourism, lived
and recounted by those whose daily lives are the city
and who imagine a different future for it.
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Vanni, you’re a writer, translator, and journalist.
What’s a typical day like for you?
In the past several years, books have become a totalizing activity,
which is inevitable if you want to take the craft seriously. My typical
day starts at 6am when I wake up and is spent alternating between
working on a word processor and reading books by others.

Florence very much resembles an invisible city for its qualities
– or, by now, flaws – that appear immutable, lapidary, and symbolically
dense as its stones and marble. Immutable like the relics, tourists,
students, ghosts, and wannabes that circle around its streets..

What brought you to the profession of writing?
Halfway through 2004, I found an issue of Mostro at my university
campus. It was a self-produced magazine created by folks who hung
around an independently managed space called Elettropiù where I
often went. I proposed a story and they responded with an invite to
participate at an editorial meeting. It was a Friday night, inconceivable in those days, I was struck by how a group of individuals seriously dedicated their evenings to discussing their respective tests
and reading classics in a way that was different from mine. It was, in
fact, the writer’s approach. I began to regularly attend meetings and
write stories and poetry in the attempt to reach their level, which
was already near professional. Thus the famous spark was ignited,
and within less than a year, I was able to publish various articles
on Mostro, begin Personaggi precari, an online literary project, and
write a novel titled Vasilij e la morte. The book had even won a contest for new writers, but the publisher behaved inappropriately and
never published the winners. The episode further incited me; the
lost publishing opportunity was searing and could be relieved only
by releasing something else, at any cost. After numerous failed attempts, in 2007 a selection of Personaggi precari won ﬁrst place for
a contest involving texts adapted from the web and was released
in bookstores. During the same year, given that the writing frenzy
born out of Mostro showed no signs of slowing down, I began to collaborate with various literary blogs and newspapers. I also founded
the “SIC - Scrittura Industriale Collettiva” with Gregorio Magini, and
I completed yet another novel. Gli interessi in comune was picked up
by Feltrinelli and gave me enough exposure to dedicate myself full
time to being a writer.
What images or associations come to mind when the words
“invisible” and “Florence” are placed together?
The phrase from Italo Calvino’s Invisible Cities, “Cities, like dreams,
are made of desires and fears,” which is also the epigraph of my novel Se fossi fuoco arderei Firenze, comes to mind. Florence very much
resembles an invisible city for its qualities– or, by now, ﬂaws – that
appear immutable, lapidary, and symbolically dense as its stones
and marble. Immutable like the relics, tourists, students, ghosts, and
wannabes that circle around its streets.
What about when the words “imagine” and “visionary” are
combined with Florence?
Visionaries from centuries ago come to mind, since the city has
signiﬁcant difﬁculty in trying to imagine itself as something different and when seeking to have visions. San Miniato al Monte
also comes to mind. It’s essential to observe Firenze from there,
especially when one’s particularly receptive whether for natural
or induced reasons, because it’s where the rationalizing mind is
able to imagine anything and everything. San Miniato al Monte is
radius that generates Florence.
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You’ve written about all types of characters and places in
Florence and Tuscany. Which have been the more silent and
subtle, less resonating ﬁgures that have been the most interesting to reveal to readers?
Recently, I became very fond of an article about Costa Scarpuccia,
written for my weekly Sunday column on Florentine streets in Corriere Fiorentino. Out of the minor Tuscan characters that populate my
books – whether written by myself or collectively – I’m fond of Imbe
from Gli interessi in comune, the janitor from L’ascensione di Roberto
Baggio, Annabel (who’s not so much a minor character considering
that she’s 1/23 of the novel) from Se fossi fuoco arderei Firenze, and
Restighi and Castelli from In territorio nemico.
Do you write while traveling? How do the sensations and
emotions of writing change away from home?
I’m often in Stockholm for long periods. The approach, however,
doesn’t change much, perhaps for the totalizing nature of writing.
The environment clearly inﬂuences the ﬁnal result, at times heavily, but it’s something I realize only afterwards while the approach
remains unchanged.
The books produced by Scrittura Industriale Collettiva,
which you founded with Gregorio Magini, are written by
groups small and large up to 100 authors. Looking back
on the volumes that have been released up until now, what
have been the greatest satisfaction and discoveries about
collective writing for the involved authors?
I’d say that the biggest satisfaction is, without a doubt, the release of
In territorio nemico, which is the culminating and crowning point of
the collective itself. The best is just about to start – after six years of
developing the writing method, the book will ﬁnally confront itself
with the readers.
What advice would you give to young Italian and foreign
writers in terms of taking inspiration and ideas from
Florence?
Florence is entirely a question of esthetics. I advise to wander by
night, when the city is deserted and it’s possible to fully enjoy it.
Your favorite invisible corner of the city?
The intersection between Via del Campuccio and Via delle Caldaie,
where Caffè Notte is located.
Your latest book Se fossi fuoco arderei Firenze* was called
an “unusual guide” and a “guide-novel” that describes another Florence. Title wordplay permitting, what would you
envision arising as a Florence-phoenix from the city’s ashes?
It’s difﬁcult to say, I used to repeat often that I’d like to demolish
the entire Por Santa Maria area and substitute it with some sort
of transparent absurdity born out of the mind of a megalomaniac
architect. Then one day an architect friend (and member of the Collettivomensa magazine) explained to me that this operation would
bring down the Duomo and thus I felt torn. Given how things are
going these days I’m afraid that in the absence of the Duomo the
ﬂagship store of some luxury brand will be erected in its place.

*The title translates to “If I were ﬁre I would burn Florence” and is inspired
by the lines of 14th century Sienese poet Cecco Angiolieri who wrote, “If I
were ﬁre I would burn the world.”
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